### Notes

A. Highlighted dates show instrument changes (for any of the telescopes). Total in May: 5 (2 on weekends). See note D

B. Names underlined in yellow indicate certified (or certified observer listed on observing request).

C. Program names in black on the 31” are robo mode, and those observers are considered certified.

D. LEVINE – (PICO) – Occultation (No instrument change required)

E. First half of 5/7 (Little) and 5/9 (Grundy) are Nava-Hopi nights

F. MANDUSHEV – Transits

H. BURNS – Class (cont’d)

I. MILLER – Blazars

J. VAN BELLE – TERMS

K. GENERIC ROBO

L. COVEY – Eruptive Variables

M. First half of 5/15 is Hunter Nava-Hopi night

N. SKIFF – M Dwarfs

O. SCHLEICHER – Comets

P. LEVINE – KBOs (VR)